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Tempo is a partial evaluator designed to exploit specialization opportunities in
systems applications� Obtaining e�cient systems has become increasingly impor�
tant in the context of pervasive high�speed networks� interactive multimedia� and
large distributed databases� Toward this end� Tempo was developed by �rst study�
ing speci�c applications to be optimized� and then working backwards to create
a tool that would perform the desired specialization� As Tempo consists of many
subcomponents� many of which are research topics themselves� our strategy was to
combine the simplest subcomponents that our studies showed were needed� When�
ever possible� we simply reused existing technology� When limitations were en�
countered� we identi�ed the fundamental problem and developed new techniques to
overcome it� This paper summarizes the development process� assesses the resulting
partial evaluator� and provides some perspectives for future work�

�� SPECIALIZING SYSTEMS PROGRAMS

Numerous specialization opportunities exist in operating systems programs since�
for software engineering reasons� they must be general and modular �Consel et al�
����	 Hornof ���
	 Pu et al� ����	 Volanschi et al� ����� Some of these oppor�
tunities are a result of the way components are combined� For example� calling
contexts of generic library functions often include invariants that can be exploited�
Other opportunities are created while the operating system is running� For ex�
ample� values that become known when a �le is opened remain invariant during
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subsequent reads and writes to that �le �Pu et al� ����� To take advantage of such
opportunities� a partial evaluator must�

�Treat the C programming language� since operating systems are typi�
cally written in C�

�Exploit specialization opportunities� such as those due to generality
and modularity�

�Exploit run�time invariants� like those found in �le reads and writes�

�Handle large applications� because certain operating systems contain
up to a million lines of code�

�Ensure predictability� by informing the user how the code will be trans�
formed during specialization�

Tempo addresses each of these needs as follows�

Reusing Existing Analyses� In order to treat the complex constructs of the
C programming language� Tempo includes a number of standard analyses �Consel
et al� ����� Dealing with pointers and imperative features requires both an alias
analysis and a side�e�ect analysis �Banning ��
�	 Emami et al� ����� For these
analyses� a �ow�sensitive� context�insensitive analysis based on existing research
was su�cient for our purposes�

New Analysis Features� A number of improvements to the binding�time analysis
were necessary to exploit the aforementioned specialization opportunities �Hornof
���
� For example� return and use sensitivity were needed to e�ectively treat the
complex way in which data is passed interprocedurally �Hornof and Noy�e ���
	
Hornof et al� ���
�

Template�Based Run�Time Specialization� The fundamental challenge in ex�
ploiting run�time invariants is to generate the best possible code in the least amount
of time� since the cost of code generation is incurred at run�time� Tempo provides a
template�based run�time specializer �Consel and No�el ����	 No�el et al� ����� Tem�
plates are automatically generated� compiled� and optimized at compile time� This
approach minimizes run�time costs while producing high�quality code�

Module�Oriented Specialization� The bottleneck of large applications is often
located in only small parts of the code� Tempo facilitates the optimization of these
small parts with a feature known as module�oriented specialization �Consel et al�
����� The set of functions to be optimized is extracted from the original appli�
cation and reinserted after specialization� An interface �le describes the context
from which the functions are extracted� and Tempo preserves the interface during
specialization�

Visualization tools� To enable a systems programmer to understand and fol�
low the specialization process� Tempo includes visualization tools that display the
results of each analysis�
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�� ASSESSMENT

By incorporating the features described above into Tempo� we were able to suc�
cessfully specialize systems programs as well as programs from other domains�

Operating Systems

One major concern in distributed systems is obtaining a fast remote procedure call
protocol �RPC�� a protocol that makes a remote procedure look like a local one �Sun
Microsystem ����� A considerable amount of work has been dedicated to optimiz�
ing RPC in di�erent operating systems� either by building new implementations or
by manually optimizing critical sections of existing code �Schroeder and Burrows
����� Once a given client�server interface is �xed� specialization opportunities
exist in the data encoding�decoding functions� We used Tempo to automatically
optimize the Sun RPC� a commercial RPC implementation that has become a
de facto standard �Muller� Marlet� Volanschi� Consel� Pu� and Goel ���
	 Muller�
Volanschi� and Marlet ���
� Optimized encoding�decoding functions ran up to ��

times faster� yielding an overall speedup of ��� for the round�trip call� Tempo has
also been used to optimize other operating system applications� including signal
delivery and memory allocation�

Other domains

Specializing systems programs required the development of a sophisticated partial
evaluator� Tempo is also capable of successfully specializing programs in other
domains� which are often simpler or less hand�optimized�

Scienti�c Algorithms� Signi�cant speedups were obtained by specializing scien�
ti�c algorithms� such as cubic spline interpolation� Romberg integration� and fast
Fourier transformation �FFT� �No�el et al� �����

Graphics Programs� Specializing graphics programs� such as image �ltering
�No�el et al� ���� and ray tracing� has also proven e�ective�

Software Engineering� Tempo has also been used in software architectures in
order to tightly integrate separate components into an e�cient implementation
�Marlet et al� ���
� Tempo plays a key role in a framework of application�generator
design� exploiting the fact that partial evaluation is especially suited to specialize
interpreters �Thibault and Consel ���
	 Thibault et al� ���
�

�� FUTURE WORK

We are continuing to use Tempo to specialize more applications� Additionally� using
Tempo as a core transformation engine� we are pursuing two directions to widen
its applicability and improve its usability�

Back�End Specializer� In order to extend the applicability of Tempo� we are in�
vestigating ways of using it in a multi�language specialization platform� By trans�
lating languages such as Fortran� C��� and Java into C� we can use Tempo as
a back�end specializer� For example� we have added a front�end containing the
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cfront translator to specialize part of the Chorus IPC subsystem� written in C���
We have also developed Harissa� a translator from Java to C� to specialize Java
programs �Muller� Moura� Bellard� and Consel ���
�

Specialization Toolkit� We are also working on complementing Tempo with
other tools to make specialization easier for non�programming language experts�
Some tools to assist module�oriented specialization have already been developed in
collaboration with systems researchers at the Oregon Graduate Institute� Type�
Guard and MemGuard analyze large programs and provide information concerning
invariant usage	 Replugger allows a generic version of a function to be replaced with
a specialized version on the �y�� A compiler for specialization classes �� when inter�
faced with Tempo� allows the user to express what� when� and how to specialize a
program using a high�level speci�cation language �Volanschi et al� ���
� Finally�
we are developing a tool that uses pro�ling information to detect bottlenecks and
specialization opportunities in programs�
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